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Abstract
The right to property is particularly important because, in a patriarchal culture, women's
conditions are much pitiful due to financial insecurity. The legal right of Hindu women to inherit
property has been restricted in Indian culture since ancient times. Hindu women were refused
legal rights to inherit ancestral and marital property in patriarchal societies. The sole property
which they were entitled to receive was ‘Stridhan’. The situation of women was alleviated with
the establishment of several schools, and she was granted more rights in some domains. As time
progressed, numerous legislations were adopted, resulting in the removal of hurdles and a trend
toward more equality in the sphere of Hindu women's property rights. Rights of women in
ancient Indian laws have been dealt with in this article.
Key Words: patriarchal society, marital property, financial deficit, equality.
1. INTRODUCTION
“A woman is protected by her father in childhood, by husband in youth and by son in old age;
she is not fit for independence”.This quoted phrase has been taken from Manusmriti, an ancient
legal text. Inearly times, women were considered not fit for freedom. They were seen as an
object which was meant to be protectedby themale preserver of the family. “Na
striswatantramarhati-‘Swatrantam Na KachitStriyah”. This quote itself is a rule which states that
women can’t be allowed to be free or independent and it’s the same rule which the ancient
society of ours used to follow.
If we go through our ancient texts and scriptures, then we would notice that there is no talk about
unmarried women property rightsin any of those texts.
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They were authorised to inherit only a particular type of property even after marriage, i.e.,
Stridhana but absolute right of even Stridhana was not permittedbecause of the customs of the
society and also because of the teachings from Manusmriti.
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2. VARIOUS SCHOOLS OF HINDU LAWS
The above mentioned position began to develop afterwards the evolution of several institutions
or schools of Hindu laws. The most eminent schools of those were Mitakshara School and
Dayabhaga School and they were formed on the basis of different explication of the
Yagnavalkaya Smriti.While vedic literature was being scripted, evolution of these schools of
thoughts took place.
(a) Mitakshara School
Except the eastern part of India, almost every part of the country followed this particular school
of thought. Further, it has been sub divided into four different schools of thoughts i.e. Dravida,
Banaras, Maharastra and Mithila. The key characteristics of Mitakshara School are mentioned
below:
1. The blood relation has to play the most dominant role in the matters related to
inheritance of the property.
2. Stated some uncanny contrast between the male and female coparceners of the family.
3. Talked about the limitations to be laid down on the heirs of the familyin the matters
related to shares in a joint family.

According to the Mitakshara School of thoughts, women should not be permitted tobe a heir.
Also, the widow of the deceased heir should not hold any right to ask for the partition of the
property against the brother heirs-in-law. However, she has right to demand for a share in the
property if the partition is asked by her husband or her son.
(b ) Dayabhaga School
After Mitakshara School, Dayabhaga school was another popular school of thoughts. Most of its
followers were from the eastern part of the country, mainly from Assam and Bengal.Thekey
characteristics of Dayabhaga school are stated below:
1. The ritual of the worship of deceased ancestors gives rise to the concept of right to
inheritance.
2. It recognisesright to ancestral property not on the birth but on the death unlike
Mitakshara School.
3. Each share in the property is fixed and certain and coparceners can see their particular
share.
4. In case the male successors are absent, the widow has right to demand for the partition
and subsequentlyshe can claim the share of her husband in the property.
Key Differences between Mitakshara School and Dayabhaga School (Ingeneral):
The differences in regards to the joint property:
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1. Mitakshara School recognizes right to ancestral property by birth, i.e., the boy enjoys the
similar rights as of his father and becomes the co-owner of the property right after his
birth, Under Dayabhaga School, right to ancestral property does not arise by the birth of
the male child. It arises only after the last owner’s death.
2. Mitakshara School does not provide absolute right to the father for the purpose of
alienation of ancestral property butunder Dayabhaga School, the father possesses the
absolute right of alienation of the property since he is the sole owner of that property till
his death.
3. As under Mitakshara School, the son has co-ownership on the ancestral property right
after his birth, he definitely can demand for the partition of that property against his
father and can ask for his share too but Dayabhaga School does not provide the right to
demand for the partition of the property to the son against his father as the son has no coownership on the ancestral property during his father’s lifetime.
4. Under Mitakshara School, the doctrine of survivorship is pervasive. If any member of the
joint family dies, their interests shall pass on to other members of that joint family but
under Dayabhaga School, in case of the death of any member of the joint family, their
interests shall pass on to their heirs-at-law like son, wife, daughter.
The differences in regards to inheritance:
Under Mitakshara School, doctrine of blood relationship is prevailing, i.e., blood relations are
given preference during the process of inheritance but in the case of Dayabhaga School,
inheritance depends on the doctrine of the offering of pinda.
It is important to note that the Mitakshara School is more conservative as compared to
the Dayabhaga School of thought. It did not recognize the right of women to inherit the property
from her husband’s family and were only allowed to possess the Stridhan.
3. THE NOTION OF ‘STRIDHAN’s
Under Hindu Law,a woman can held property basically of two types: Stridhan and Non-Stridhan.
The word 'Stridhan'is constructed of two words, i.e., ‘Stri’ and ‘Dhana’. The word ‘Stri’ means
woman and ‘Dhana’ means property. Therefore, the word ‘Stridhan’ refers to the property that
women receive at the time of their marriage. Prior to the establishment of the schools, the
concept of stridhana was vague because of the lack of clarity on succession criteria and features.
Later, the Mitakshara Schooldefined the Stridhan's legal and technical significance. Also,
Stridhan is basically of nine types- 1. Gifts and Partnership Bequests; 2.Offerings and legacies of
strangers; 3.Land gained by self-effort and the mechanical arts; 4.Land acquired via Stridhan;
5.Land obtained by transaction; 6.Land gained by wrongful possession; 7.Land gained in lieu of
maintenance; 8.Property received by inheritance; and 9.Share received by partition.The
Mitakshara designated these successions as Stridhan.But, there seemed to be a contradiction
between mitakshara school of thought and privy council.In the case of Bhagwandeen v. Maya
Baeef, the privy council decided that when a woman inherits any property from a man,stridhan
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loses its features and modifiesinto women's estate.With the passage of time, the notion of
Stridhan was divided into two categories. a. the sauadayika
b. the non-sauadayika.
In the first sort of Stridhan, women were granted complete freedom to dispose their possessions
off as per their will. During her maiden or widowhood, she obtained this property by self-effort
or by the use of mechanical skills. The second sort of Stridhan is one in which women have no
right to sell their property without their husband's permission. She obtained this property
following her marriage.Also, in this case, her husband has the authority to use the property,
whereas in the first case, i.e., the sauadayika, he does not. So, in the ancient period, Hindu
women's rights were essentially confined to those of Stridhan, and many aspects of property
rights were also unclear at the time. In many ways, she was limited to the right of property. She
was regarded as a second-class citizen and was never acknowledged as a full owner of the landed
property.
The struggle for their property rights spawned a slew of socio-religious offences that were given
legal character in the purpose of safeguarding the family's landed holdings. Bigamy, female
infanticide, male remarriage, and a variety of other socio-religious crimes were deemed
permissible in cases when she was unable to provide a male successor to the
household.Throughout the ancient Hindu law legislation, women are regarded as second-class
citizens to men. Her autonomy had been stripped from her, and she had been reliant on and
controlled by males (relatives and others too for that matter) for her fundamental
necessities.Women were denied property rights in ancient law systems like as the Arthashastra,
Manusmriti, and other Dharmshastras as a result of this process.
(a) Various types of Stridhan : the property given to her by parents at the time of her marriage,
given by her parental family when she is about to go to the house of her husband, given by her
husband out of love, care and affection, and that property given individuallyby mother-in-law,
father-in-law and brother-in-law afterwards her marriage;If the groom gives the bride a higher
price than what was initially agreed upon, the excess belongs solely to the bride and is stridhan.
However, while others have broadened the scope of stridhan, more orthodox communities have
stuck to this definition. Such property belonged only to the wife, and neither the husband nor her
parents were entitled it. The husband, on the other hand, may utilise it in times of need, such as
sickness, starvation, robbery, or doing holy deeds. Otherwise, the wife has all the right to file a
lawsuit in the court.
(b)The Rig Veda society:The following items of property appear to be considered a woman's
stridhana by this society. They are the gifts received from parents, brothers, etc, gifts given prior
to the nuptial ceremony, mechanical arts earned, and presents given during the bridal procession.
There are additional references to a daughters growing up in her father's house and receiving a
piece of the estate, as well as a childless widow claiming her husband's estate. There are
allusions to fathers giving presents to daughters at the time of their marriage in the Yajur Veda's
Taittiruja Samhita.
(c) Conception of stridhana in different schools :Manu demonstrates six different types of
stridhana. Presents given before the wedding, gifts provided during the bride's procession, gifts
provided as a gesture of affection, gifts which is made by girl’s mother, presents created by the
father, and gifts created by the brother are among them.Katyayanacites the same six types of
stridhana as Manu, also defined the first three. The Katyayana clearly eliminates gifts given by
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strangers during converture, as well as goods gained by a woman during converture via
mechanical art, from the category of stridhan gifts. Stridhan was defined by Yajnavalkya as
“what was given (to a woman) by the father, the mother, the husband or a brother or received by
her before the nuptial fire or presented to her on her husband’s marriage to another wife and the
rest (adya) is denominated stridhana. So that which is given by kindred, as well as her marriage
fee (sulka) and anything bestowed after marriage”.
In Mitakshara, Vigneswarahas defined stridhanas, “that which was given by the father, by the
mother or by the husband or by the brother and that which was presented by the maternal uncle
and rest at the time of wedding before the nuptial fire and a gift on a second marriage and
property obtained by inheritance, purchase, partition, adverse, possession and finding”.
According to the Madras school, Stridhana derives its meaning from Mitakshara's concept. All
presents from relatives, with the exception of a gift of immovable property provided by the
husband, are considered stridhana by Dayabaga or Bengal schools. Gifts from strangers are
likewise considered stridhana if given before the nuptial ceremony or during the bridal
procession.On the grounds of the resources by which the property was obtained, position of the
woman at the time of acquisition of the property, and the school of thoughts from which she
comes from, Stridhan is considered as a woman to property. A woman holds the absolute right
on Stridhanawhich means that she has complete control over the usage of the property. She could
not dispose the property off at her will if it could not be classified as stridhana, and she had only
a small interest in it.
According to the Arthasastrawritten byKautilya,Stridhana is nothing but the property owned by a
married woman. Apart from that,it also directed that amount owned by a woman could not be
upto 2000 silver panas[approximately 1 pana = 2 ½ to 3 Rupees] or any amount that has beenput
in trust by her husband on her behalf.Vritti, or means of subsistence, or abandhya, such as
jewellery, were included in Stridhana. Vritti therefore comprises ofbhumi, agricultural land, and
cash [Hiranyadi] over a minimum of 200 Karshapanas that would provide an income from its
investments.Her property was passed on to her daughters rather than her sons, and she was
allowed to part with the stridhana if she wished to give it to her daughter as a gift.
Furthermore, Arthashastra specifies that a remarried widow can only keep her claim on stridhan
given to her by her husband and his relatives if she marries with her senior in laws' agreement;
otherwise, it must be surrendered to her sons. It also states that there are males who attempted to
marry wealthy widows. Hence, the king was urged to send spies into the homes of wealthy
widows. As a result, not all widows lost their stridhan as a result of remarriage, and many were
well-off. During the Gupta dynasty, the wife had the ability to own her husband's property after
the sons. Her daughters were also given property rights. There has been a general trend to
broaden the scope of stridhana from the 7th century. The numeration of the basic six types of
stridhana was done by Yajnavalkaya. He commented that the expression in dispute was used to
comprise the property obtained by inheritance, acquisition, partition, change and adverse
possession. This simplified definition of stridhana is so broad that it encompasses every sort of
property in a woman's possession, regardless of how it was acquired.
4. TOOL IN THE DENIAL OF PROPERTY RIGHTS: CASTE
It is suggested by Sociological and Anthropological readings that most of the political, social and
cultural identifications have gender inequality at their center.Ancient Indian religious scriptures
lay out the ‘moral’ and ‘ideological’ support for the position or status and part for women to play
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in the society.Endogamy, or marriage within the caste sphere exclusively, was mandated to
maintain caste purity as women in a caste-based culture are regarded the gateways of caste
because of their reproductive capacities. In order to carry it out, women were to be under the
supervision of men (Ambedkar, 2013, p. 10) all the time so that they would not be able to
independently take their decisions. However, since caste rules can be broken, several methods,
such as excommunication, were implemented to preserve the purity of Caste Hindus. However,
such measures were patriarchal discriminatory practises, under which if a woman marries a man
from a lower varna than hers, her excommunication from her paternalverna to a lower verna
would take place and hence, she would not be entitled to enjoy her former caste privileges.
However, if a man marries a lady from a lower varna than his own (but not lower than two
degrees), he will not be excommunicated from his paternal varna unlike a woman and will retain
his varna privileges. In such environment, A woman’s right to property (both movable and
immovable), such as land (which is one of the greatest sources to have an independent and
powerful position or status) had been refused because if a woman is holding right to property in
such cast based patriarchal structure, that property could be transferred to anybody else, even to a
man of different and lower caste if the girl marries him because after her marriage, a woman is
usually controlled by her husband in patriarchal society.
5. PATRIARCHAL APPROACH OF THE SOCIETY.
In his Arthashastra, Kautilya declared that if a woman lives a virtuous life after her husband's
death, she will receive her endowment and jewellery, and also, If her father-in-law arranges a
second marriage for her, she will inherit whatever her father-in-law and spouse have given her.
However, if she marries anybody other than her father-in- law's preferred man, she will have to
give up everything her father-in-law and spouse have given her.She will also lose the right to use
her in-laws' property if they divorce.So, we have seen that in ancient times, a woman could only
have maintenance rights with several terms and conditions. In order to avail or continue to use of
that property for maintenance, she had to compromise her autonomy regarding marriage,
divorce, etc., which is still prevalent. It is obvious that Women’s exclusion from heirship is
because of the patriarchal approach of the society right from the very begining. It was considered
that since men are the main bearers of a lineage, property should accrue to them only as women
move into a different family (or lineage) after marriage. As a result property was safeguarded by
keeping it under male control.
6. THE HINU CODE BILL
The Hindu Code Bill, for the very first time, was introduced on August1 st, 1946 in the Indian
parliament but was not accepted. Later, on April 11th 1947, the bill was reintroduced in the
constituent assembly by Dr. B.R Ambedkar. The Hindu Code Bill reflects the major concern of
B.R Ambedkar for women’s status. He even said that his work on this bill would be as important
as his work on constitution of India itself. The Hindu code Bill was an immense exodus from
Hinduism and its customs and rules regarding gender which were degrading and promoting
discrimination against women. Until that point, “Hindu Law” was not codified and had no
uniformity. Lives of women were usually in the hand of Hindu male interpreters who used to
interpret laws through oral readings of several contents from ancient texts like Vedas, Smritis
and Puranas.In those times,female heirs were discriminated based on their status of being
married or not married and having children or no children. The Hindu code Bill was very well
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against this discrimination and even proposed to wipe out this above mentioned discrimination.
The bill also proposed to place the widow, daughter and the widow of dead son at equal level in
terms of share in the property. In order to promote gender equality, share of daughter, same as
the son, was prescribed in both her father’s property and her husband’s property.
In Dayabhaga School, women were granted only ‘life estate’, i.e., the property which she could
enjoy during her lifetime but was not allowed to sell. Through the Hindu code Bill, women were
to be given absolute right in regards to all property, i.e., they were made entitled to sell the
property as well. The bill also reckons that the dowry women receive at the time of their
marriage, known as Stridhana must be considered as an absolute property by their in-laws. After
the Bill’s reintroduction in constituent assembly in April 1947, it was to the subject of huge
criticism from Hindu leaders and Institutions like Hindu Mahasabha and Bhartiya Jana Sangh.
Hindu Mahasabha opposed the Hindu code Bill by stating that it is against the ‘Hindu Culture’
.Dr. Rajendra Prasad too expressed his criticism on the bill by arguing “The bill intervenes in
Hindus’ personal law and would satisfy only a few purported expressive people”. Also, some
members openly stated that as long as Ambedkar is the one piloting the bill, they would not
allow the bill to pass at any cost. As a result, the bill was not conceded and hence was
withdrawn. Later when Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was not in the cabinet during 1955-56, the bill was
finally enacted, not in concrete form but somewhat in diluted form in four separate acts, i.e.,
Hindu marriage act (1955), Hindu Succession Act (1956), Hindu Maintenance and Adoption Act
(1956) and Hindu Minority and Guardianship act (1956). This bill paved the way to remove the
‘graded inequality’ of caste society by offering the hypothesis that men and women both should
be treated equally for a society to progress. Bill sought to put an end to gender discrimination
and grant women right to property. Evidences show that the women who do not own any assets
are subjected to threats of violence and other inequalities within the household.
7. CONCLUSION
The Constitution of India guarantees equality to all or any citizens regardless of their sex,
caste, religion, region, etc. Denial of the proper to inherit ancestral property goes against
women’s rights as citizens, and against the principle of gender egal itarianism which has
been conserved within the Constitution wherein Ambedkar laid down the foundations of
social justice. Without gender equality, the target of social justice can't be realized. From
this egalitarian perspective, women’s inheritance right is that the subject of much scrutiny
and investigation. to know this, the dichotomy of tradition and modernity is interrogated
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